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People are rushing into tech, but some still want out. 3 women explain how harassment and other
workplace issues pushed them out of the industry for good.
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High salaries have people �ocking to the tech industry — but many are leaving, too. 
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While some people are rushing into tech in search of high-paying jobs and stable career paths, others are looking for an out.

Harassment, a lack of diversity, and other cultural issues that have long existed in the tech industry continue to cause

underrepresented tech workers to leave companies and even pivot to new careers where they feel more welcome.

In a survey of 1,000 women in tech conducted last year by the consulting �rm New View Strategies, about one-third of respondents

said they'd experienced gender bias in the workplace, and nearly four in 10 said they planned to leave their jobs in the next two

years.

McKinsey and Lean In's 2018 "Women in the Workplace" study found that while 35% of women in corporate America experience

sexual harassment at some point in their careers, 45% of women in technical �elds reported being sexually harassed.

"Ultimately, it's a boys' club," Alexis, an esthetician in Miami who left her IT job, told Insider. Alexis and some other former

employees requested to be identi�ed by only their �rst names to protect their prospects of returning to tech later on, but their

identities are known to Insider.

High-pro�le exits started conversations about discrimination and harassment in tech

Some high-pro�le exits of women in tech have brought the issue to the forefront. Susan Rigetti, previously known by her maiden

People who left tech have described harassment, discrimination, and feeling disrespected at work.

Three former tech workers told Insider what drove them out of the industry.
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name, Susan Fowler, explained in a 2017 blog post that she'd left her role as an engineer at Uber after the company mishandled her

reports of sexual harassment.

"Women were transferring out of the organization, and those who couldn't transfer were quitting or preparing to quit," she wrote.

"There were two major reasons for this: there was the organizational chaos, and there was also the sexism within the organization."

Today, Rigetti works as an author and screenwriter.

Ellen Pao also came forward about leaving a high-pro�le venture-capital �rm — against which she later �led an unsuccessful

gender-discrimination suit — after saying that a male colleague had harassed her and that she'd been denied opportunities because

of her gender. She later left her job as the CEO of Reddit following gender-based abuse from users.

She hasn't left the industry altogether but has switched gears within it; today she leads Project Include, a nonpro�t that says it's

working on data-driven solutions for fostering diversity and inclusion in the tech industry.

But beyond these public stories are those of many more workers who felt that leaving tech was their best bet. Insider spoke with

three women about what drove them out of the industry.

Some women say they left tech because of a lack of respect

Alexis said that while her wages increased from $9 to $24 an hour when she broke into tech through a yearlong training program,

feeling like an outsider ultimately led her to abandon the �eld. Besides the regional manager, Alexis was the only woman on her

team, and she was the only Black person other than her supervisor, she said.

"Because I didn't have a college degree and because I was coming in as an intern through this program, I felt like I wasn't

necessarily respected from the beginning," Alexis said.

She said women in management advised her to stick it out until she got promoted, telling her the lack of respect would subside

after a promotion. But Alexis told Insider she couldn't bear to spend any more time at the company, leading her to quit and take a

job as a bartender. She said that despite losing the pay bump she originally sought, she felt that quitting was worth it.

A lack of respect is often only the start of issues in the workplace for underrepresented workers. Zaki Barzinji, a program director

for the technology think tank Aspen Digital, told Insider that confronting problems with equity or inclusion in tech can spiral into

blatant discrimination or harassment, as many companies are slow to make meaningful change.

"A lot of tech companies in particular have made pretty bold statements and commitments to improving diversity, equity, and
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inclusion," Barzinji said. "The problem is it's a lot harder to actually fundamentally change the way you do business."

Others cite harassment and a lack of support from managers

Gender-based harassment against women is still incredibly prevalent in tech. In a 2020 survey by Women Who Tech, almost half of

women working in tech said they'd experienced some type of harassment, compared with about one in 10 men who said the same,

and four in 10 women who reported experiencing harassment said it was a supervisor who'd harassed them.

Cindy Gross, a former Microsoft employee, said management's response to harassment ended her 20-year career in data roles at the

company.

Gross said that after a colleague known as the "walking HR violation" made sexual comments to her and a coworker after an o�-site

dinner, she brought the incident to her manager's attention.

"In the end, while he was saying, 'I will support you if you go to HR,' the message I clearly got was 'you're o� promotion track if you

report to HR,'" Gross said.

Gross said that her performance feedback suddenly declined and that teams blamed her for the implementation of mandatory anti-

harassment training. Gross told Insider she then took a leave of absence that resulted in her quitting because returning to

Microsoft's campus made her feel physically ill.

Today she's a workplace coach with her own �rm, Befriending Dragons. Gross said the harassment she experienced was

inexcusable and so was management's response. Microsoft did not respond to requests for comment.

For some, leaving tech can open up opportunities to feel empowered in a more diverse workplace

Even workers who leave tech for reasons unrelated to bias or harassment are quick to notice the toll that a "boys club" culture takes

on underrepresented employees — and how management perpetrates it.

Tutu worked in UX and UI on the product team at the aerospace and defense company Lockheed Martin, where she coded websites

and worked closely with engineers. But when the pandemic hit, she realized the tech industry may not be for her, she said.
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Tutu said that while her company was pretty diverse, tech as a whole is "a very male-dominated space." She said that while Black

women make up a small proportion of the tech industry, her new �eld, marketing, is more diverse.

Now working as a brand content strategist, she said she quickly noticed a cultural shift in the workplace.

"It makes me feel more included, and then when you feel more included, you work better with your team," Tutu said, adding that if

she'd had more diverse mentors in her past position she probably would've stayed longer.
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